For the rest of this section, K is an arbitrary field. We write x t { }>!,..., y r } will denote a subset of the set {x u ..., x n ).
if i^j, and PROPOSITION 
A K-basisfor S(r, n) is given by X = Thus
: S(r,n) = This is a special case of the result that a AT-basis for S w is given by {f w (y): y is a standard tableau of (A)} (standard tableaux are defined in [5] , to which the reader is referred for the meaning of any undefined terms). The proof that the set X is linearly independent over K is by induction on n. S(r, n) is generated over K by the polynomials of the form A(y lt ...,y r+1 ), x t g j>! < ... < y r+ ! g x n . The formula
where ^> s is meant to indicate that y s is missing from the sequence (x u y t ,..., y s ,..., y r+1 ), shows that X generates S (r, n) over K. This formula can be proved by expressing the difference products as Vandermonde determinants, and noting that the determinant 1 1 1 .
.
y . The partitions (« -r, l r ) and (r+1, I""'" 1 ), 0 ^ r ^ n-1, are conjugate in the sense of [5, p. 36] . Write A = A(JC,, ...,*"). Then KA = S{n-\,ri). PROPOSITION 
S(r,n) and KA® K S(n-r-l,n) have the same composition factors, counted according to multiplicity.
This again is a special case of a general result. Let (A) and (A') be conjugate partitions with corresponding ordinary irreducible characters C (A) and C (r) respectively. Then £W _ ^(i")^(A') ) w here ( (ln) is the alternating character. This is the basis of the result that S w and KA® K S (A) have the same composition factors. The final proposition of this section will be of use in Section 5. Thus we have a chain of 3> n -modules and 0,,-homomorphisms:
We proceed to investigate the properties of this sequence. Certainly S(r, n-1) is a <!>, , _ j-submodule of S(r, ri Clearly it is sufficient to take y r = x n .
.., y r _i,x n )).
Lemma 1 follows from this. For the rest of this section, we assume that 0 < r < n-1.
Proof. erO-\My u ...,y r ))= £ A(y l f .... j> r) x t , x,) = 0. Hence I m^" 1 £ ker^.
k,l=l
We prove the reverse inclusion by counting dimensions. By hypothesis, S(r,n-l) is an irreducible <&"_!-module, and certainly <j> r^0 . Hence ker<p r = 0. Consequently, by Lemma 1 and Proposition 1,
By hypothesis, S(r-1, n-1) is irreducible; whence ker^1"" 1 = 0. Hence by Lemma 1 and Proposition 1,
Thus dim K Im0'~1 = dimjjkerfl', and this completes the proof of Lemma 2.
https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0017089500001245 THEOREM 1. Assuming that p divides n, let 0 < r < n-1, and suppose that S(r,n-1) and S(r-1, n-1) are irreducible ^.^modules.
Then a composition series for S(r, n) is given by
where 0 r is the <& n -homomorphism (2) . Further, ker0 r s 5(r-1, n-1) ouer $"_!•
Proof. By Lemmas 1 and 2, there are O^j-isomorphisms
because ker^'" 1 = 0. It follows that ker^ is irreducible as a O n _ 1 -module, and hence as a O n -module. Also there are O^j-isomorphismŝ
| ?
p s S(r, n-l).
The irreducibility of 5(r, n-1) over $ n _ t implies that of S(r, n)/ker0 r over <!>". 
Counting dimensions we see that
We cannot have ker0 r = ker 0 s with r^s, since
can only occur when r = p-s, and when this is satisfied, the relationship between ker0 r and ker 0 s is as described. These results give the modular representation theory of S p over the field of p elements as obtained by T. Nakayama [2, Theorems 2 and 4], and R. M. Thrall and C. Nesbitt [6] . The Specht modules S w , where (A) is a partition ofp whose diagram is not a hook, together with the kerfl', r = 0, 1,... ,p-2, and KA constitute a full set of irreducible, non-isomorphic left <t>p-modules.
H. K. Farahat [1, Theorem 5.2] proves that S(l, ri) is irreducible if p does not divide n. Further, taking/? to be a factor of n, he obtains the same composition series for S(l, ri) as is given by applying Theorem 1 with r = 1. In [4], we prove that 5(2, ri) is irreducible if/? does not divide n and p ^ 2. In Section 5 we prove the conjecture made in [4] that S(r, ri) is irreducible if/? does not divide n and p # 2. The composition factors of S(r, ri) in the case when p divides n are then as in Theorem 1. We shall see in Section 6 that if the ground field has characteristic 2, the hook representations are reducible, except for r = 0, n-1, and possibly r = 1, n-2. In this situation, Theorem 1 is not applicable.
Restriction to S n -i.
In preparation for the analysis of the hook representations by induction on n, we examine the structure of S(r,ri) regarded as a O B _ ^module. In this section, K is an arbitrary field and 0 < r < n -1.
Using the basis of S(r, ri) given by Proposition 2, we define a linear transformation Then co r is a <!>, , _ j-homomorphism, and i^ra/ is the identity map on Sir-1, n-1). This means that the exact sequence (4) splits; thus Ima/ S 5 ( r -1 , n-1) and S(r, ri) = 5(r, n -1)+Imo) r , (direct sum). This proves Proof. Throughout the proof we assume that 0 < r < n-1 and n ^ 3. We proceed by induction on n.
Induction hypothesis: pX n implies that S(r, n) is irreducible for each r, 0 < r < n-1; p | n implies that each S(r, n) has a composition series of the form 0 c M c S ( r , n).
The remarks at the end of Section 3, together with Proposition 3, are sufficient to cover the cases when n ^ 6. Suppose that n > 3, and that the induction hypothesis holds for smaller values of the inductive argument. The proof is divided into three parts.
(a) p\n. In this case, p does not divide n-1, and so S{r, n-1) and S{r-1, n-1) are irreducible <!>,,_^modules by the induction hypothesis. By Theorem 1, S{r,ri), has a composition series O c k e r 0 r c S ( r , n ) , where 0 r is the <D n -homomorphism (2). (b) p X n, p X n -1 • By Lemma 4, there is a O n _ j-isomorphism
Sir, n) s S(r, n-\) + S{r-1, n-1) (direct sum).
Thus, by the induction hypothesis S(r, n) is completely reducible as a O^i-module. Let X be a O n -submodule of S(r, n). Then A' is a O n _ 1 -submodule of S(r, n), and as such is a direct summand. Hence there exists a O^i-homomorphism ti o :S(r,ri)-+X such that the restriction of n 0 to Xis the identity map on X, namely the projection onto X. We are supposing that/? does not divide n, so that n" 1 exists in K. We can therefore define t\:
Then n is a O n -homomorphism, and the restriction of r\ to X is the identity map on X. It follows that S{r, n) = X+Imn, (direct sum), where both X and Imn are <I> n -submodules of S{r,n). But S(r,«) is indecomposable according to Proposition 1; whence X = 0 or X=S{r, n). Thus 5(r, «) is irreducible.
(c) p X n, p | n -1. In Lemma 3 we found the following exact sequence of O n _ t -modules:
Since p divides n-1, there exist On^-homomorphisms Q':S(t, n -1)-> S(t+1, n -1), 0 ^ t g n -2 ; Im6'~l = ker0' for 0 < t g « -2 , as in Section 3. By the induction hypothesis, each of ker^, S(r,n-l)lker9 r , kerfl'" 1 and S(r-\, w-O/kerfl'" 1 is an irreducible O,,.,-module.
From the above exact sequence of Q> n -i-modules, we can construct a chain of <J> n _ ^submodules of S(r, n) of the form 0 <= X t £ X 2 £ X 3 c= S(r, n), (5) where X 2 = S(r, n-1) and A r 1 = ker0 r : in the case in which r = n -2, we have X 2 s AAC*!,..., x n _i), and JT t = X 2 ; otherwise X t is a proper submodule of X 2 . Also the map ^' induces a O^i-is and A'j is the Oj^-submodule of S(r, n) containing X 2 and corresponding to kerff" 1 ; thus is a $"_!-isomorphism: in the case in which r = 1, we have S(r, n)/X 2 S AT, and Z 3 = X 2 ; in all other cases X 2 c X 3 . At this point we construct a specific submodule X 3 which has the properties just described. We take r > 1. Propositions 1 and 4 show that there is exactly one proper O B _ ^submodule of S[r, n) containing X 2 properly.
Let X 3 be the smallest <!»"_ i-submodule of S(r, ri) containing X 2 and all polynomials of the form n -l By (1), and using the assumption thatp divides n -1, we have alone.) It is easy to check that this set is linearly independent over K because {A(x lt y u ...,y r ):x 1 <y l <...<y r^xn } is linearly independent over K. We therefore have a /sf-basis for X 3 which yields a /f-basis for X 3 jX 2 . We have now constructed a O n _ x -composition series (5) for S(r, n) .
Let 
belongs to M. Applying (x r x n ) to (6) and adding the result to (6), we find that -A^!,..., x r _i, x n , x n -i)-A(x lf ..., x r _i, x r , x n _ 1 ) belongs to Af. Apply (jc r x n _!) to this element and add the result to (6) It is easy to check that co r is a well defined O n -isomorphism, so that M'(n) = M"~r(n). Thus, in studying the natural representation modules, it is sufficient to treat only the cases when 2r ^ n. If 2r ^ «, (n-r, r) is a partition of n. We denote by S'(n) the corresponding Specht module. Thus S r (n) consists of all ^-linear combinations of polynomials of the form where $j is meant to indicate thaty } is missing from the product y l ...y r+ P For the rest of this section we assume that K has characteristic 2. We intend to study the following sequence of <D n -modules and O n -homomorphisms:
Clearly ker*/ n -i = 0 and lmd 0 = M°(n). We prove that (7) We have thus factorised d r into the composition of an epimorphism and a monomorphism. It follows that Imf/ r = \m.d t and kera P = ker</ r . We have already noted that Imrf r+1 £ ker*/ rWe prove the reverse inclusion by counting dimensions. Thus 
